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Topics

• Tools
– OCR
– Texts are WWI-era newspaper stories.
– XML
– Regular expressions
– NLTK
– POS tagging
– Word frequencies
– Sentiment analysis

• Analyses



OCR = Optical Character Recognition

• Many texts are stored as images.
– Scanners produce images.
– Photos of text are images.
– PDFs can include images.

• OCR converts an image of a text to a sequence of letters 
in a text file. 

• Unfortunately,
– Character recognition turns out to be a difficult task.
– Defining letter shapes (typography) is a difficult task.

• Donald Knuth wrote “The Letter S.”



OCR Example: Elvis’s Grave Marker
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Result of OCR (Using Mathematica)

Lesson:	Results	can	be	surprisingly	poor.



WWI-Era Newspaper Stories

• Christine Pittsley at the Connecticut State Library (CSL) 
gave me large amounts of OCR output from Connecticut 
newspapers between 1910 and 1922.

• I received electronic files of two types.
– Text files from newspapers using OCR.
– XML files from newspapers using OCR.

• The XML files have the text and metadata.
– Technical note: XML has a tree structure, 

which makes it easy to parse.



Example of OCR Text

“Western”	is	hyphenated,	
but	hyphen	is	omitted.

There	are	many	misspellings:
“BoIshevikL”	for	“Bolshevik,”
“Hungariaai”	for	“Hungarian,”
“vestnv”	for	”western,”	etc.

From:	/Desktop/CSL	Newspaper	Analysis/
CSL_batch_ct_fairfield_ver01/sn82014086/
1917/11/19/ed-1/seq-1



“5	
EUTONS	UNABLE	TO
CROSS	PIAVE	RIVER
At	Several	Places	Where	They	Had	Reached	the	West
ern	Bank	They	Have	BeenForcedJp Withdraw”

Example	of	text	output	vs.	XML	output



XML for Just the Word “Western”

• <String ID="TB.0187.10_0_8" STYLEREFS="TS_10.0" 
HEIGHT="208.0" WIDTH="568.0" HPOS="6036.0" 
VPOS="4956.0" CONTENT="West" 
SUBS_TYPE="HypPart1" SUBS_CONTENT="Western" 
WC="1.0"/><HYP WIDTH="56.0" HPOS="6616.0" 
VPOS="5068.0" CONTENT="-"/></TextLine>

<TextLine ID="TB.0187.10_1" HEIGHT="280.0" 
WIDTH="4484.0" HPOS="1772.0" VPOS="5356.0"><String 
ID="TB.0187.10_1_0" STYLEREFS="TS_10.0" 
HEIGHT="152.0" WIDTH="336.0" HPOS="1348.0" 
VPOS="5452.0" CONTENT= "ern" SUBS_TYPE="HypPart2" 
SUBS_CONTENT="Western" WC="1.0"/>

The	hyphenated	form	is	noted	by	the	XML.



Misspellings hinder text mining techniques.

• Most methods rely on identifying words (called “tokens”). 
• Misspellings are usually interpreted as new words by 

programs.
• More sophisticated approaches rely on sequences of 

words. Again typos decrease the accuracy.

• Consequently, having hyphenated words broken into two 
pieces will cause problems.
– The XML files have the information to fix this problem.



XML to Text Using Regular Expressions

• reTag = re.compile(r"<.+?>")
• reCONTENT = re.compile(r"CONTENT=\"(.+?)\"")
• reSUBS = re.compile(r"

SUBS_TYPE=\"HypPart1\" SUBS_CONTENT=\"(.+?)\"
")

• Regular expressions (regexes) are a string pattern 
matching language.
– Above are three examples written in Python, a free programming 

language with numerous add-on packages.
• Regexes greatly generalize wildcard characters.



reTag = re.compile(r"<.+?>") 

• The regex is the string inside the double quotes.
• < and > match the beginning and the end of an XML tag.

– <String ID="TB.0187.10_0_8" STYLEREFS="TS_10.0" 
HEIGHT="208.0" WIDTH="568.0" HPOS="6036.0" 
VPOS="4956.0" CONTENT="West" SUBS_TYPE="HypPart1" 
SUBS_CONTENT="Western" WC="1.0"/>

• . stands for any single character.
• .+ stands for 1 or more characters and is greedy.
• .+? stands for 1 or more characters and is non-greedy.



Greedy vs. Non-greedy Matches

• We want to match every tag.
– But <.+> would match everything below because it is greedy.

• <String ID="TB.0187.10_0_8" STYLEREFS="TS_10.0" 
HEIGHT="208.0" WIDTH="568.0" HPOS="6036.0" 
VPOS="4956.0" CONTENT="West" SUBS_TYPE="HypPart1" 
SUBS_CONTENT="Western" WC="1.0"/><HYP 
WIDTH="56.0" HPOS="6616.0" VPOS="5068.0" 
CONTENT="-"/></TextLine>

• <.+?> matches the minimum length string starting with < and 
ending with >.
– <String ID="TB.0187.10_0_8" STYLEREFS="TS_10.0" 

HEIGHT="208.0" WIDTH="568.0" HPOS="6036.0" VPOS="4956.0" 
CONTENT="West" SUBS_TYPE="HypPart1" 
SUBS_CONTENT="Western" WC="1.0"/><HYP WIDTH="56.0" 
HPOS="6616.0" VPOS="5068.0" CONTENT="-"/></TextLine>



reTag = re.compile(r"<.+?>") 

• So reTag splits the XML file into pieces (segments) that 
begin with <, end with >, and do not have < nor > in the 
interior.

• The program loops over all of these segments and 
applied further regexes to each of them.
– matches = reTag.findall(text)
for tag in matches:

• There are a lot of matches.
– CSL_batch_ct_fairfield_ver01 is about 10 Gigabytes, most of 

which is due to the XML files.



reCONTENT = 
re.compile(r"CONTENT=\"(.+?)\"")

• To reconstruct text from the XML files, each CONTENT= 
value must be extracted.
– <String ID="TB.0187.10_0_8" STYLEREFS="TS_10.0" 

HEIGHT="208.0" WIDTH="568.0" HPOS="6036.0" 
VPOS="4956.0" CONTENT="West" SUBS_TYPE="HypPart1" 
SUBS_CONTENT="Western" WC="1.0"/><HYP WIDTH="56.0" 
HPOS="6616.0" VPOS="5068.0" CONTENT="-"/>

• Because of SUBS_TYPE=“HypPart1”, CONTENT here is 
the first part of the hyphenated word, “Western.”
– However, instead of “West” we want “Western.”
– This is available by matching SUBS_CONTENT=.



r"CONTENT=\"(.+?)\""

• Regexes redefine certain characters to have special 
meaning.
– For example, . means match any single character.

• Suppose we want to match one of these special regex 
characters in a text.
– For example, we want to match a quote in an XML tag.

• This can be done by “escaping” the special characters 
by placing a backslash before them.
– So \" means match a quote in the text file, which is different 

from the initial r" and the final ".



Saving What You Match

• We want to record the word that matches our regex 
below.
– r"CONTENT=\"(.+?)\""

• The parentheses do that. That is, ( and ) are special 
regex characters that store whatever matches inside 
them. For example, the text in blue below is matched 
and saved.
– <String ID="TB.0187.10_0_8" STYLEREFS="TS_10.0" 

HEIGHT="208.0" WIDTH="568.0" HPOS="6036.0" 
VPOS="4956.0" CONTENT="West" SUBS_TYPE="HypPart1" 
SUBS_CONTENT="Western" WC="1.0"/><HYP WIDTH="56.0" 
HPOS="6616.0" VPOS="5068.0" CONTENT="-"/>



reSUBS = re.compile(r”
SUBS_TYPE=\"HypPart1\" SUBS_CONTENT=\"(.+?)\"

”)

• In the XML below, the blue text is where we want to 
match.
– <String ID="TB.0187.10_0_8" STYLEREFS="TS_10.0" 

HEIGHT="208.0" WIDTH="568.0" HPOS="6036.0" 
VPOS="4956.0" CONTENT="West" SUBS_TYPE="HypPart1" 
SUBS_CONTENT="Western" WC="1.0"/><HYP WIDTH="56.0" 
HPOS="6616.0" VPOS="5068.0" CONTENT="-"/>

• In the regex above, note the escaped double quotes and 
the use of parenthesis.
– The result is that the word in blue above is matched and saved.



A Small Piece of the Output

From:	/Desktop/CSL	Newspaper	Analysis/CSL_batch_ct_fairfield_ver01/sn82014086/1913/01/01/ed-1/seq-1



Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK)

• The programming language Python has many add-on 
packages. 

• NLTK is a free and open source Python package that 
has many natural language processing (NLP) tools.
– Word tokenizer.
– Part of speech (POS) tagger.
– Concordance.

• See the example on next slide.



Example: The text is on top, 
Python code is on the bottom.

• "DYNAMITE SPECIAL IS ON ITS WAY 
Train Bearing Convicted Labor Leaders and a Guard 
of Fifty Officers Starts For Leavenworth ' 
DEPUTIES WARNED TO 
Does Not Expect It But Can't Take Any Chances Will Not
Handcuff Prisoners Unless It is Necessary All Appear
Depressed as They March to the Train Appeals to be
Heard Tomorrow on Writs to Prevent Imprisonment.

• import nltk

fileIn = open("/Users/rogerbilisoly/Desktop/CSL 
Newspaper Analysis/fairfield100.txt", "r", 
encoding='utf-8')

raw = fileIn.read()
text = nltk.word_tokenize(raw)
pos = nltk.pos_tag(text)



raw is a string, and text is a list of words.

• raw[1:280]
"1 \n\n- JUL -8 1313 \n0 \nNORWICH, CONN., WEDNESDAY, 
JANUARY 1, 1913 \nPRICE TV0 CENTS \nVOL. LV. u. t \n\n4 
IIA i \n\nThe Bulletin's Circulation In Norwich is Double That of 
Any Other Paper, and Its Total Circulation is the Largest in 
Connecticut in Proportion to the City's Population. \n”

• text[1:60]
['1', '-', 'JUL', '-8', '1313', '0', 'NORWICH', ',', 'CONN.', ',', 
'WEDNESDAY', ',', 'JANUARY', '1', ',', '1913', 'PRICE', 'TV0', 
'CENTS', 'VOL', '.', 'LV', '.', 'u.', 't', '4', 'IIA', 'i', 'The', 'Bulletin', 
"'s", 'Circulation', 'In', 'Norwich', 'is', 'Double', 'That', 'of', 'Any', 
'Other', 'Paper', ',', 'and', 'Its', 'Total', 'Circulation', 'is', 'the', 
'Largest', 'in', 'Connecticut', 'in', 'Proportion', 'to', 'the', 'City', 
"'s", 'Population', '.']



pos is a list of words with tags (tuples).

• [('1', 'CD'), ('-', ':'), ('JUL', 'NN'), ('-8', 'NN'), ('1313', 'CD'), ('0', 
'CD'), ('NORWICH', 'NNP'), (',', ','), ('CONN.', 'NNP'), (',', ','), 
('WEDNESDAY', 'NNP'), (',', ','), ('JANUARY', 'NNP'), ('1', 
'CD'), (',', ','), ('1913', 'CD'), ('PRICE', 'NNP'), ('TV0', 'NNP'), 
('CENTS', 'NNP'), ('VOL', 'NNP'), ('.', '.'), ('LV', 'NNP'), ('.', '.'), 
('u.', 'JJ'), ('t', 'NN'), ('4', 'CD'), ('IIA', 'NNP'), ('i', 'VBD'), ('The', 
'DT'), ('Bulletin', 'NNP'), ("'s", 'POS'), ('Circulation', 'NNP'), ('In', 
'IN'), ('Norwich', 'NNP'), ('is', 'VBZ'), ('Double', 'JJ'), ('That', 
'IN'), ('of', 'IN'), ('Any', 'NNP'), ('Other', 'JJ'), ('Paper', 'NNP'), 
(',', ','), ('and', 'CC'), ('Its', 'PRP$'), ('Total', 'JJ'), ('Circulation', 
'NN'), ('is', 'VBZ'), ('the', 'DT'), ('Largest', 'NNP'), ('in', 'IN'), 
('Connecticut', 'NNP'), ('in', 'IN'), ('Proportion', 'NNP'), ('to', 
'TO'), ('the', 'DT'), ('City', 'NNP'), ("'s", 'POS'), ('Population', 
'NNP'), ('.', '.')]

NN	=	noun,	NNP	=	proper	noun,	CD	=	cardinal	number,	IN	=	preposition	or	conjunction,	etc.
Tag	set	is	given	by	nltk.help.upenn_tagset().



Concordance Lines with Sorting

• A concordance for a text gives passages for a collection 
of words.
– Bible concordances are a well known example, the first of which 

was made in the 13th century for the Vulgate Bible.
– More recent examples are Strong’s Concordance and 

http://www.onlinebiblepassages.com/.
• Being able to sort concordance lines in various ways 

makes this a powerful technique.
– This has been done for a while: for example, see Geoff 

Barnbrook’s Language and Computers in 1996.



Concordancing Proper Names

• Various types of proper names could be interesting.
– Cities in Connecticut
– Names of people in or from a particular Connecticut city
– Locations of WWI battles
– Names of people at a particular WWI battle

• Towns in Connecticut during WWI are essentially the same as 
today: there are only seven cities chartered after 1900, and 
only one established after 1900, West Haven (in 1921). See 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_towns_in_Connecticut. 

• Battles of WWI are well-known: for example, see 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_military_engagements_of
_World_War_I.  



Concordancing “New Britain”

• Conceptually, this is easy.
– Parse text into words, which is done by NLTK.
– Look for “New” followed by “Britain.”

• NLTK does have a concordance function, but it seems to 
have limited capabilities.

• # Python code to find lines with the city, “New Britain”.
raw = ftext.read()
tokens = word_tokenize(raw)
text = nltk.Text(tokens)
indexNew = [pos for pos,item in enumerate(text) if item == "New"]
indexNewBritain = [pos for pos in indexNew if text[pos+1] == "Britain"]



Some “New Britain” Lines

• for Father 's Birthday . Frank Foote of New Britain is at his home in town
• street an moved with his parents to ' New Britain , where he eoiipfcted his preparation
• his preparation for college , graduating from the New Britain High school with the class of
• I. , and Mrs. N. P. Thompson of New Britain , Conn. , left on Thursday
• paper testing device ; Robert S. Brown , New Britain , mechanical movement ; William Bryce
• for sewing machines ; William C. Gill , New Britain , clock assembling machine ; Charles
• spending the Christmas vacation with her father in New Britain . Mrs. Daniel C. Brown of
• be found in - errrjost every city . New Britain Herald. ' - . . Within
• E. Rowley , Mrs. Anna E. Rowley of New Britain , who died suddenly Saturday morning
• he havinar been ta.Wn down with pneumonia at New Britain where he went a few days
• Hanley . is visiting Miss Helen Wheeler in New Britain . -Mrs. Harry V. Pownali of
• as a whole . Frederick A. Smith of New Britain was the recent guest of relatives
• . His chief opponent is Max Caldwell of New Britain . Mr. Preston has had many
• he proposes to nominate William H. Caldwell of New Britain to succeed James H. Macdonald as
• as usual . Louis Portelance has returned to New Britain , after spending several days at



Sorted Concordance Lines

Bolding	done	by	adding	<B></B>	HTML	tags.



People from New Britain

• Note the pattern “of New Britain” preceded by a name of a 
person. 

• By chance, all lines with “of New Britain” were preceded by a 
name of a person.

• Could descendants of some of these people be found today? 
If so, they might have photos, additional information, etc.



Harvest a Name from the Last Slide for New Searches

• York . Home for Father 's Birthday . Frank Foote of New Britain is at 
• hischapel at 6 ' p , m , Frank Foote of New Britain was the guest
• Dr. W. B. Casey . James Drew , Frank Foote . ' . Healey . T.
• new dam Monday enjoying the fine skating . Frank Foote and Da.niel W. Williams of New
• church worker . Mrs. Williams leaves a brother Frank Foote of this place besides a number
• friends in town over Sunday. ' ' . Frank Foote of New Britain was the guest
• town- guests will take part . ijThe funeral Frank Foote was held this afternoon at his
• was In Lakevlew cemetery . Funeral services Cor Frank Foote , Westport , Conn. , were

This	might	reveal	more	details	of	Frank	Foote’s	life,	
or	perhaps	reveal	more	than	one	Frank	Foote.



Word Frequencies

• Many analyses are based on word frequencies.
• Counting words is trickier than one would think.

– Capitalization
– Hyphenation
– Contractions
– Grammatical forms

• Stemming algorithms try to identify related word forms.
• Also called “lemmatization.”



Stemming

• Noun number
– “cat” vs. “cats”

• Verb conjugation
– “run,” ”ran,” ”running”
– “jump,” jumped,” “jumping”

• Adjective vs. adverb
– “slow” vs. “slowly”

• Adjective forms: positive, comparative, superlative
– “hot,” “hotter,” “hottest”

• Definite/indefinite articles
– “the,” “a,” “an”



Tables of Counts

• There are many mathematical and statistical techniques 
for text analysis.
– Foundations of Statistical Natural Language Processing by 

Manning and Schutze. See http://nlp.stanford.edu/fsnlp/. 
• Many methods start with tables of counts.

– There is a lot of mathematical ideas that apply to a table of 
counts.

• Example next slide.



Example: Comparing Newspapers

• Suppose you suspect that two newspapers use two 
different styles. How to detect this?

• One idea: comparisons of the words each uses.
– Compare adjective and adverb usage.
– Compare word sentiment measures.
– Compare proper nouns usage.

• Because of editors, distinct groups of writers, there 
probably are differences to be found.



Function words are most frequent.

These	counts	are	not	adjusted	for
capitalization,	no	stemming,	etc.

Column	totals	vary:	38.3%,	33.3%,	28.4%,	
respectively.



Place Names: Chicago, America, British

We	expect	counts	to	decrease	from	left	to	right	as	is	true	with	
“Chicago.”	However,		“America”	and	“British”	are	anomalies.



Sentiment Analysis

• The simplest approach is counting up positive vs. 
negative words.

• SentiWordNet uses weights.
– Example: ”agreeable” is 0.5 positive, 0.0 negative.
– “disagreeable” is 0.125 positive, 0.875 negative.
– http://sentiwordnet.isti.cnr.it/

• Again there are complications: irony, sarcasm, parody, 
etc.



Goal is to combine computer and human strengths.

• Computers never tire but are weak at semantics.
• Humans find semantics easy but lack stamina.
• Solution: human-computer collaboration.

– Computers can find patterns, and humans can the meaning.



Resources for historians wanting to learn Python:

• http://programminghistorian.org/lessons/ has a series of 
lessons for learning Python (plus lessons on many other 
topics).

• The Programming Historian by William Turkel, Adam 
Crymble, and Alan MacEachern, a PDF at http://niche-
canada.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/programming-
historian-1.pdf. 
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